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Multiple EventView-based packages have
developed by the ATLAS physics community to
perform specific analyses and produce standard
DPDs. Though some packages include analysisspecific EventView tools, they mostly consistent
of a configuration of standard EventViewBuilder
tools. These “view” packages officially serve as
the common analysis for several ATLAS Physics
working groups.
The HighPtView package is designed for generic
ATLAS analyses, allowing physics feasibility
studies and first-pass analysis, serving as starting
point of many ATLAS analyses.

A large library of generalized tools perform
typical analysis operations such as particle
selection, observable calculation,
combinatorics, and re-calibration. Many of
these tools encapsulate ATLAS’s standard
approach of accomplishing specific analysis
tasks. Users may build complete analyses
without any C++ coding by chaining and
configuring these existing tools during job
configuration. They may also extend these
tools or incorporate their own tools and then
shared them with the rest of the physics
community.
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Users develop DPD-making analysis packages on local
resources using the EventView Framework and test on small
data samples. Large scale DPD production is performed with
the Distributed Analysis system on GRID Tier 2 resources.
DPDs are analyzed on local resources to produced final results.
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Figure 3: Different types of DPD in relation to the rest of EDM. Athena algorithms are used
to produce DPD from ESD and AOD, which may result in a specialised contents (thick solid,
pink line). EventView can be used to standardise this process while leaving the possibility for
customisation (dashed, red line). This solution is significantly improved compared to copying
the whole contents of AOD, which was seen in earlier analyses. TAG is used to quickly search
through the datasets to select a relevant set of events for DPD production.
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EventView
EventView, W boson is reconstructed as described above, and this time sorting is done on the
W candidate’s p . Finally, the kinematics of the reconstructed candidates is calculated and
Performance
the selected view is matched to the Truth EventView to determine if the reconstruction was
ExoticsView
T

successful. These are finally written out to separate Root trees.

HighPtView

Note that the each part of the analysis is confined to separate modules be they EVTools or
EVModules. This makes the analysis very flexible. One can easily replace selection cuts or
algorithm used for the reconstruction of the object. If one wants to apply calibration to some
of the objects, that can also be done without disturbing the rest of the analysis. Each module
is reusable and same top analysis is used for both FullReco and FastSim making comparison of
the two a trivial task.

HiggsTo4Leptons
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The default TopView analysis job is sent to the computing GRID through the Panda [21]
distributed analysis service where all specified datasets are processed using the same analysis.
Ntuples are produced and made available through Distributed Data Management (DDM) system
and further analysis can be done locally based on these. Figure 19 shows the result of the
Commissioning top analysis combining the tt̄ signal and W+jets background. Sample-level
analysis has been performed to measure the level of background using curve fitting and Gaussian
fit to the signal peak is shown as the dashed line. Since top reconstruction is done in the
EventView analysis, final analysis of this level can be done with little complexity.
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Framework Elements

The RAW data collected by the detector is
centrally processed by the ATLAS production
system into Event Summary Data (intended for
calibrations) and Analysis Object Data (intended for
analysis).
Analyzers will process the AOD into
personalized Derived Physics Data (intended for
specific analysis on local resources) which consists
of the subset of AOD information pertinent to
their analysis + results of any analysis algorithms
run within ATLAS’s Athena software framework.
The EventView Framework provides a means
developing analysis packages for DPD production
using tools which may be shared among various
physics groups.
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Figure 19: Mass of
0 the top quark as reconstructed by the TopView default job using the Commis0
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200 from
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sioning Analysis procedure.
Black
histogram150
is the contribution
background.
Coloured lines are the result of curve fitting using Chebyshev polynomial and Gaussian.

DataVector

Algorithm

EventView- Holds persistifiable
pointers (ElementLink & DataLink)
to the particle objects in the
ATLAS Event Data which inherit
from the INavigable4Momentum
Interface. It also presents a simple
interface to users.

EventViewToolLooper
- m_EVTools
- m_EVCollection
+ initialize(): StatusCode
+ finalize(): StatusCode
+ execute(): StatusCode

Link to parent EV

T=EV

EventViewContainer
+ push_back()

*

1

EventView (EV)

1

- m_finalStateObjects:ElementLinkVector<INav4MomColl>
T
- m_inferredObjects std::vec<DataLink>
Iterator
- m_parentEventViewP: EventView*
m_ev: EV
- m_userData: UserDataBlock
m_label: string
- m_finalStateLabels: std::multimap<string, int>
operator ++
* - m_inferredObjectLabels: std::multimap<string, int> operator *
1
+ <<T>> setFinalStateObject(container, obj, label)
+ <<T>> finalStateBegin(label): EV::Iterator<T>
+ <<T>> finalStateBegin(label): EV::Iterator<T>
+ <<T>> finalStateSize(label): int
+ <<T>> inferred...
+ hasLabel(INav4Mom, label): bool
+ <<T>> userData(key): T
+ <<T>> setUserData(key, T)
+ makeChild(): EV*

1

Tval

1
UserDataBlock
- _map: vec<UDTableBase*>
+ <<T>> put(key, value: T)
+ <<T>> get(key): T
Tval

1

UserDataTable
- _map: OrderedMap
* - _assoc:
+ put(key)
+ get(key): T
+ delegated methods

UserDataType
Identifier

1
*

EventView
Container

1
*
EVTool
EVTool
EVTool

EventViewBaseTool
- m_multipleOutput: bool
- m_multipleInOut: bool
+ execute(ev): SC
+ executeMO(ev, evcont): SC
+ executeMIMO(evcont, evcont)

Tool Loopers- Sequentially execute
EventView tools, managing their input
and output EventViews and effectively
controlling the analysis flow.

*

InferredObjects
(DataLink)

Tkey, Tval
OrderedMap
- container:
list<pair<Tkey, Tval>>
+ begin(): iterator
+ end(): iterator
+ find(key): iterator
+ insert(val)

Object Loopers & CalculatorsLoop over particle objects,
calculating variables, performing
operations, and aggregating the
results.

T
EventView
BaseTool

EVUD
CalcBase

EVUD
ObjCalcBase

EVUD
ObjCalcBaseT

<<Interface Bass Class>>
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Summary

Templated Base Class

T

The ideas
and the design behind the EventView analysis framework was summarised in this
Concrete
Implementation
paper. Several key concepts were introduced with respect to the components in EventView .

T1, T2
EVUDObjAssocLooperBase
+ execute(*ev, *UD, *part, prefix, postfix)
+ executeDummy(*ev, *UD, prefix, postfix)
+ executeObj(*ev, *UD, *part, prefix, postfix)
+ executeMatch(*ev, *UD, part: T1, parts:
vector<T2>, prefix, postfix)

T1, T2
EVUDObjAssocBase
+ execute(*ev, *UD, *part, prefix, postfix)
+ executeDummy(*ev, *UD, prefix, postfix)
+ executeObj(*ev, *UD, *part, prefix, postfix)
+ executeMatch(*ev, *UD, part: T1, part: T2,
prefix, postfix)

• EventView EDM class: The data class in the EventView framework. It is based on three
types of sub-containers, Final State Objects, Inferred Objects and UserData and it acts
as a blackboard within the component model setting the language of algorithm writing.

EVMOToolLooper

Inserter

Inserter

EventView
BaseTool
<<Interface Bass Class>>
Templated Base Class

T

Concrete Implementation

FinalStateObjects
(ElementLink)
*

1
UserData (UD)

AlgTool

Associators- Calculators which
encapsulate one-to-one and
one-to-many association
between objects, such as
truth matching or following a
jet or composite object to its
constituents.

EVUDEVCalcBase
+ executeEV(EventView*,
prefix, postfix)

EVUDObjLooperBase
- m_Labels
- m_requireLabels
- m_rejectLabels
+ copyUDtoEV(ev, UDs:
vector<UD>, prefix, postvix)

EVUD
FinalState
Looper
+ executeEV

EVUD
InferredObject
Looper
+ executeEV

*
1
<<EVUDCalcBase>>
- m_EVUDTool: bool
- m_prefix: string
- m_postfix: string
+ execute(ev)
+ execute(ev, previx, postfix)
+ AddTool(p: bool, name)

EVUDObjCalcBase
+ initializeTools()
+ execute(*ev, *UD, *part, prefix, postfix)
+ executeDummy(*ev, *UD, prefix, postfix)

T
EVUDObjCalcBaseT
+ executeObj(*ev, *UD, *part,
prefix, postfix)

EVUDElectronAll
+ executeObj
+ executeDummy

EVUDMuonAll
+ executeObj
+ executeDummy

EVUD
ParticleJetAll
+ executeObj
+ executeDummy

T1, T2
EVUDToEV
AssocBase
- m_Labels
- m_deltaRMatch
- m_eventViewInputName
+ executeMatch

EVUDToContainer T1, T2,CT
AssocBase
- m_deltaRMatch
- m_storeGate: StoreGateSvc
+ initialize
+ executeMatch

EVUDToConstituent
AssocBase
+ executeMatch

T1,
T2

Inserter

FinalStateLooper / Jets

KinCalc

EVUDToEVElectronAssociator
EVUDToEVMuonAssociator
EVUDToEVTauJetAssociator
EVUDToEVParticleJetAssociator
EVUDToEVTruthAssociator

EVUDToElectronAssociator
EVUDToMuonAssociator
EVUDToTauJetAssociator
EVUDToParticleJetAssociator
EVUDToTruthAssociator

EVUDElectronTo
EgammaAssociator
EVUDPhotonTo
EgammaAssociator

Example Analysis- A chain of EventView
tools which fill the EventView with objects
(insertion), loop over them, calculate
observables, and create a simple ntuple of
the results. Such jobs are built at run-time
using standard python-based configuration
mechanism of ATLAS’s Athena software
framework.
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FinalStateSLooper / Electron
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